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Alcol, uso controllato e riduzione del 

danno



La controversia storica in tema di alcol e terapia

→ anche i bevitori “incontrollati” possono retrocedere 

al bere “controllato”? 

Quali sono le strategie “naturali” di autoregolazione dei 

bevitori? 

Il bere controllato può essere un obiettivo del trattamento?

Si può ipotizzare un modello di intervento flessibile lungo le 

“naturali” oscillazioni dei consumi, in una logica proattiva, 

che supera la vecchia scotomizzazione 

«asciutto/bagnato»?
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Le politiche pubbliche

Le politiche pubbliche sembrano per ora orientate a intensificare i controlli “formali”:

- diminuzione dei tassi alcolici alla guida permessi

- astinenza completa per i più giovani

- punizione severa delle infrazioni (sino all’omicidio stradale)

- test sui luoghi di lavoro …. 

Cominciano a essere introdotti anche limiti di orario per la vendita di alcolici (*) e c’è 

chi vorrebbe ritornare alle fasce orarie limitate, sull’esempio degli orari di apertura dei pub nel 

Regno Unito, rimasti in vigore fino agli anni settanta. 

A fronte di questo sviluppo, sono perlopiù sottovalutati i fattori socioeconomici e ancora 

di più i controlli “informali”, ossia il ruolo delle culture del bere. 

Ciò avviene, nonostante la ricerca abbia dimostrato l’impatto preminente dei fattori 

socioculturali (ad esempio il progetto AMPHORA, (Alcohol Public Health Research Alliance), 

un recente studio europeo che è stato finanziato dalla Commissione Europea dal 2008 al 2013 

ed ha studiato i modelli di comportamento e le politiche attuate nei paesi dell'Unione Europea)**

** Il progetto ha mostrato che cultura, fattori socio-economici e demografici influiscono per il 60-90% sui cambiamenti nei consumi di 

alcol, mentre le politiche di prevenzione incidono solo per il 10-30%. Le norme preventive più efficaci risultano quelle relative 

all'abbassamento del limite alcolemico consentito alla guida e quelle che limitano l’accesso alla vendita dell’alcol. 

* Orari di vendita e somministrazione di alcolici

Pubblici esercizi: divieto somministrazione e vendita alcolici e superalcolici dalle 3 alle 6 (sanzione da 5.000 a 20.000 euro)

Circoli privati: divieto somministrazione e vendita alcolici e superalcolici dalle 3 alle 6

Distributori automatici: divieto somministrazione e vendita alcolici e superalcolici dalle 24 alle 7 (sanzione da 5.000 a 30.000 euro)

Spazi e aree pubblici: divieto somministrazione e vendita alcolici e superalcolici dalle 3 alle 6

Esercizi di vicinato (negozi): divieto vendita alcolici e superalcolici dalle 24 alle 6 (sanzione da 5.000 a 20.000 euro)

Aree di servizio sulle autostrade e strade di tipo A (superstrade): E’ sempre vietata la somministrazione di superalcolici. Inoltre, divieto di 

vendita per asporto di superalcolici dalle 22 alle 6 e divieto di somministrazione alcolici dalle 2 alle 6
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In termini di politiche pubbliche, l’approccio di riduzione del danno mira 

alla promozione di modelli del bere più sicuri (safe use), lasciando in secondo 

piano il tradizionale obiettivo della riduzione della prevalenza dei consumi.

La sostituzione dell’obiettivo primo delle politiche pubbliche svela il “cambio di 

paradigma”, dal “farmacocentrismo” del modello disease verso il modello di 

apprendimento sociale, che valorizza il ruolo delle culture (setting) nel 

modulare/controllare i consumi.  

Per una sostanza altamente socializzata e acculturata come l’alcol, 

l’importanza delle componenti socioculturali è più evidente al senso comune. 

Non a caso, Norman Zinberg (1979, 1984), nell’illustrare il paradigma 

dell’apprendimento sociale (Drug, set, setting) e  in particolare il ruolo del setting, 

prende spunto dall’analisi delle varie culture dell’alcol nella prospettiva storica.
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Harald Klingemann, sociologo dell’Università di Berna, nella propria presentazione 

alla Summer School 2016 di Forum Droghe, ha fatto il punto della situazione su self-

change e consumo di droghe. 

L’auto - cambiamento, definito in termini clinici come “remissione spontanea”, è il 

processo attraverso cui una persona riesce a uscire da una condizione sfavorevole, non 

voluta, senza un aiuto professionale. 

Il motore di tale scelta risiede nel trovare un nuovo significato nella vita e nel 

valutare i pro e i contro legati alla continuazione o interruzione dei comportamenti auto-

distruttivi. 

“Il self change non è affatto raro, al contrario è la regola, come dimostrano le persone che 

smettono di fumare, facendo a meno di una sostanza pur “pesante” come la nicotina. La 

ricerca documenta l’esistenza della ‘remissione spontanea’ per tutte le droghe, mostrando 

come i consumatori utilizzino uno straordinario apparato creativo di strategie quotidiane di 

coping”. 

Prosegue Klingemann: “Perché il self change è ignorato dai servizi e pressoché 

sconosciuto all’opinione pubblica? Perché si pensa che il mondo sia come lo si vede: il 

bias nella percezione della realtà dovuto allo stigma attribuito alla dipendenza. Sappiamo 

che solo una minoranza delle persone con consumo problematico è in contatto con i 

servizi, ma gli operatori tendono a generalizzare partendo dalla ‘punta dell’iceberg’: 

prendendo i casi più gravi che conoscono dalla loro pratica come rappresentativi della 

popolazione generale. La remissione spontanea non dipende solo dalle capacità 

delle persone, ma anche da fattori sociali».
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Che cosa può fare la società per favorire l’auto-cambiamento? 

«Per cominciare, una società “amica del self change” elimina le barriere per chi è in cerca 

di aiuto: la più importante è la non volontà degli operatori di negoziare gli obiettivi del 

cambiamento e il trattamento con gli utenti, proponendo l’astinenza come obiettivo unico. 

Eppure, sappiamo che ci sono molte strade che conducono alla addiction, e altrettante per 

uscirne. 

Secondo: una società self change friendly cerca di facilitare l’auto cambiamento. Il self 

change può sembrare un termine individualistico, ma le condizioni del cambiamento, ossia 

il “capitale di recupero” (sociale e materiale) gioca un ruolo importante ed è distribuito in 

maniera diseguale. Per alcuni il cambiamento è più facile che per altri, e questi ultimi hanno 

diritto al trattamento».

Eliminare lo stigma della dipendenza è un fattore cruciale per promuovere l’auto 

cambiamento. Una società “amica del self change” dovrebbe lanciare campagne alla 

popolazione per sostenere l’idea che i comportamenti additivi possono cambiare, che il 

cambiamento è assai comune e merita il sostegno sociale.

Una società amica del cambiamento fa sì che le persone che sono uscite da sé dalla

dipendenza non debbano più nascondere il loro successo, in previsione dello stigma, del

venir meno della fiducia altrui, della perdita del lavoro; al contrario, le spinge a parlare

con orgoglio della propria storia, per incoraggiare gli altri sulla stessa strada.
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Un piccolo 

esercizio
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What is Moderation Management?

Moderation Management (MM) is a secular non-profit organization providing peer-run non-coercive 

support groups for anyone who would like to reduce their alcohol consumption. 

MM was founded in 1994 to create an alternative to Alcoholics Anonymous and similar addiction 

recovery groups for non-dependent problem drinkers who do not necessarily want to stop drinking, but 

moderate their amount of alcohol consumed to reduce its detrimental consequences.

Moderation Management (MM) is a behavioral change program and national support group network 

for people concerned about their drinking and who desire to make positive lifestyle changes.

MM empowers individuals to accept personal responsibility for choosing and maintaining their 

own path, whether moderation or abstinence. 

MM promotes early self-recognition of risky drinking behavior, when moderate drinking is a more 

easily achievable goal. MM is run by lay members who came to the organization to resolve personal 

issues and stayed to help others.

MM was the first moderation-based support and help entry on the the National Institute on Alcohol 

Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) "Rethinking Drinking" website. 

Moderation Management is recognized as an evidence-based program, on a similar level to other 

mainstream rehabilitation therapies. We are listed on SAMHSA's National Registry of Evidence-based 

Programs and Practices (NREPP) website.
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Moderation Management was founded by Audrey Kishline, a problem drinker, who did 

not identify with the disease theory of alcoholism finding that it eroded her self-

confidence. Kishline found that she could moderate her drinking with the help of 

cognitive behavioral therapy principles and in 1994 created Moderation Management as 

an organization for non-dependent problem drinkers to help maintain moderate alcohol use. 

MM maintains, however, that it is not for all problem drinkers; that there are some 

drinkers for whom abstinence will be the only solution.

MM allows members to set their own drinking goals as they feel appropriate.

MM encourages members to follow particular drinking guidelines, limits, goal setting 

techniques, and a nine-step cognitive-behavioral change program.

MM does not view non-dependent problem drinkers as alcoholics, but rather people 

with a bad, but controllable, habit. MM does not state that surrender or spirituality is 

needed to end or control the habit.

MM groups are intended to give members a chance to identify with other problem drinkers 

and learn from the successes and failures of each other. 

Face-to-face meetings last about an hour, whereas online meetings are ongoing. 

"Crosstalk," members interrupting each other to provide feedback during meetings, is 

allowed. 
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GSC is a brief, cognitive-behavioral, 

motivational intervention developed in the early 

1980s. It is a form of brief cognitive behavioral 

therapy. 

It was first developed for problem drinkers, but has 

since then, been researched on several populations 

(e.g., drug abusers, Spanish-speaking alcohol 

abuses, adolescents).

Guided self-change (GSC) treatment has been 

accepted by American Psychological Association 

Division 12, Society of Clinical Psychology, as an 

empirically supported treatment
paolojarre 2019
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Behavior Therapy

Volume 31, Issue 1, Winter 2000, Pages 135-149

Behavioral self-control training for problem drinkers: A meta-analysis of randomized 

control studies*

Glenn D.Walters

A review of the literature uncovered 17 studies that have employed a randomized 

control design to investigate the efficacy of behavioral self-control training for 

problem drinking. 

A meta-analysis of these 17 studies showed that behavioral self-control 

training was superior to no intervention and alternative nonabstinence-

oriented interventions in reducing both alcohol consumption and problematic 

drinking. 

The results of this meta-analysis also favored behavioral self-control training 

over traditional abstinence-oriented treatment, but the effect size fell short of 

statistical significance. Additional analyses found self-control training to be equally 

effective for use with alcohol-dependent and problem-drinking subjects and for 

follow-ups spanning several months to several years. The implications of these 

results for interventions with alcohol-abusing clients are discussed.

BSCT
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* THE SINCLAIR METHOD (TSM): MY DRINKING GRAPH

TSM
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Insomma …



In tutti quei comportamenti umani potenzialmente additivi, 

legali o meno che siano, nei quali l'area del “consumo 

sociale” è maggiore di quella “a rischio” e quest'ultima a sua 

volta è più grande  di quella problematica che a sua volta è 

maggiore di quella patologica, come:

- alimentarsi

- fare sesso

- stabilire relazioni affettive

- fare acquisti

- usare strumenti di comunicazione o intrattenimento

- fare sport

- giocare in denaro

- consumare cannabis (light o meno che sia)

…

- consumare alcolici

.....
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→ non è possibile attuare misure di 

semplicistico proibizionismo (che 

hanno tutte regolarmente fallito) …

ma neppure lasciare le cose alla 

totale regolazione del mercato....in 

nome della “libertà d'impresa”...
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...est modus in rebus , sunt certi denique fines | 

quos ultra citraque nequit consistere rectum...

C'è una giusta misura nelle cose, ci sono 

giusti confini | al di qua e al di là dei quali 

non può sussistere la cosa giusta …

Orazio, Le Satire

→  la limitazione dei rischi
paolojarre 2016
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ASL TO3 → 8,5:60 = X :0,586 
= 83.000 soggetti bevitori “a rischio”
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.... 36.000 binge drinker, 56.000 
eccedentari, 83.000 a rischio ....

Soggetti in trattamento per droghe e alcol DPD ASL TO3 2014 - 2017
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Ottocento sta 

ad 80.000

come 1 sta a 

100 paolojarre 2019
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Attenzione al 

diavolo in agguato  

…



* Corporate capture refers to the process by which corporations deliberately attempt
to ‘‘dominate the information environment, so they can significantly affect decision-making’’

paolojarre 2018
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Harm Reduction and Alcohol
The approach of harm reduction has been important in developing the science, policies, and practice of 

working with injection drug use at both the individual and population levels. 
The influential International Harm Reduction Association, which combines science and advocacy,
officially broadened its focus in 2004 to encompass alcohol and tobacco. 

In seeking to challenge mainstream public health thinking that reducing population alcohol
consumption is critical to reducing harm, it’s advocacy of targeted interventions was appealing to the 
alcohol industry, and a close relationship ensued

The IHRA specifically promotes reducing harm by means other than reducing consumption. 
This approach to alcohol stems from the context of illicit drugs and punitive drug policies, in which the individual’s
right to use drugs is defended against attempts at drug control. 

There is a crucial ambiguity in harm reduction discourse, namely, whether the construct should be 
defined in terms of the methods used or the objectives or both, with the IHRA definition preoccupied with 
methods (not reducing consumption) at the expense of objectives. 

There are key differences between current and earlier IHRA definitions of harm reduction, and one key text 
on alcohol harm reduction notes that "most of the strategies…require a reduction in
alcohol intake for their effect". 

Mere advocacy of harm reduction, without measurement of impact, has been criticised, including by 
those who are sympathetic to the aims of reducing drug harms.  

The critics are dissatisfied with the multiple meanings afforded by the concept and the lack of attention to 
quantifying harms. 

There is also a tendency to conflate harm reduction with public health, rather than seeing harm
reduction as one component therein, and it has been suggested that the term be abandoned in favour of 
describing the strategies used. Differentiation of harm reduction from abstinence-focused drug policy is
understandable, particularly in relation to illegal drug use, where serious harms can flow from prohibition.

However, it is unclear why such emphasis might be placed on distinguishing harm reduction from use

reduction for alcohol, when reducing consumption so clearly reduces harm. 

paolojarre 2018
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Spesso si fanno 

delle grandi 

insalate miste…



… riduzione della domanda, riduzione 

dell'offerta...consumo responsabile /

limitazione dei rischi / uso 

controllato, riduzione del danno

Stiamo sempre parlando della 

stessa minestra?
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J Gambl Stud (2008) 24:39–54

Harm Reduction and Electronic Gambling 
Machines:
does this Pair Make a Happy Couple or is Divorce 
Foreseen?

Michael Cantinotti, Robert Ladouceur
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Riduzione del danno

Legalization and legal control of 
gambling

Measures aimed at families of gamblers
Shelters for battered spouses of gamblers
Preventing unattended children from 

experiencing hypo- and hyperthermia in 

gamblers’ cars

On-site crisis intervention for distressed 
gamblers 

Smoking ban

Prevention of death following cardiac 
arrests in casinò

paolojarre 2014
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Cos’è la riduzione 

del danno ?…



La riduzione del danno nella patologia delle dipendenze e la 
limitazione dei rischi nei comportamenti additivi
La cornice degli interventi in Piemonte 2008

Ai fini della costruzione di una cornice di riferimento per valutare
l’inserimento o meno, all’interno del Piano regionale per la riduzione
del danno di cui al PSSR regionale, di interventi attivati da parte di
tutti i soggetti operanti a vario titolo nel campo della patologia delle
dipendenze e dei comportamenti additivi, il Gruppo di lavoro....ha
costruito la seguente griglia.

RDD (Riduzione del danno) e LDR (Limitazione dei rischi) sono 
sostanziate prevalentemente più che da un insieme finito di 
pratiche e modalità di intervento da un orientamento operativo 
volto al mantenimento/ottenimento del massimo livello di 
salute possibile compatibilmente con uno stile di vita che non 
escluda consumi psicoattivi potenzialmente pericolosi per la 
salute stessa.
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Le modalità operative più comuni e validate a livello UE sono
costituite dall’attività di outreach (interventi nei contesti di
consumo, socializzazione e aggregazione), dalla gestione di
servizi di prossimità (unità di strada, drop-in, drug consumption
rooms), dal testing, dall’attivazione di pratiche di empowerment e
peer-support.

Il lavoro di RDD si rivolge, nella fase di attività, ai consumatori 
di sostanze psicoattive illegali e legali o di altri oggetti 
potenzialmente additivi (dipendenze sine substantia) laddove 
dall’uso derivino significativi disturbi per la salute globalmente 
intesa. >
Anche le sequele evolutive a lungo termine del consumo attivo 
rientrano nell’attività di RDD. 
L’atteggiamento di tali persone nei confronti del proprio consumo è 
quello di non contemplare ma non escludere per il futuro un 
cambiamento quantitativo in direzione di una 
riduzione/astensione.
I danni sui quali si interviene sono di natura sanitaria, 
microsociale e macrosociale, ivi compresi quelli giudiziari
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Il lavoro di LDR si rivolge, nella fase di attività, ai consumatori
sostanze psicoattive illegali e legali o di altri oggetti
potenzialmente additivi (dipendenze sine substantia), laddove
dall’uso non siano o non siano ancora derivati disturbi
significativi per la salute globalmente intesa, nell’ottica di
attenuare il processo di problematizzazione somatica,
psicologica, familiare, sociale e normativa.
L’ottica è quella della promozione della salute

paolojarre 2008
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Quali gli interventi del 

consumo controllato?
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– Alcohol harm reduction technique* 

#1. Brief interventions

Included in this approach is the practice of Motivational
Interviewing (MI), Motivational Enhancement Therapy (MET), 
skills based interventions, personalized feedback, and/or 
physician advice. 

Brief interventions based on Motivational Interviewing have received a lot of 
support on recent years and are helping advance harm reduction for alcohol
problems. But what happens during such interventions? And where can brief 
interventions be applied?

During intervention talk sessions (either individual or groups), psychologists
explore changing drinking patterns or behaviors with clients. 

Instead of supporting abstinence only, the brief motivational
interventions support autonomous decision making about creating a goal 
related to drinking.

Sessions last from 5 to 10 minutes up to four hourly meetings. In addition to 
counseling based interventions, web based software can also help people make
decisions that help reduce harm. 

Brief interventions can be applied to may different settings.

* https://alcohol.addictionblog.org/alcohol-harm-reduction-strategies-and-techniques/
paolojarre 2019



– Alcohol harm reduction technique

#2 Contingency management

Contingency management for alcohol harm reduction is
based on the psychological model of operant conditioning. 

In other words, we repeat behaviors that are reinforced by 
biological and environment factors. 

To help encourage desired treatment outcomes, 
contingency management provides positive reinforcement
for positive actions. 

Although this model has not been widely used in alcohol-
only populations, contingency management can be used in 
almost any treatment setting as long as program cost, alcohol
use monitoring, and staffing issues can be resolved.
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– Alcohol harm reduction technique

#3 Cognitive behavioral skills training

This technique aims to help problem drinkers change unhelpful
thoughts and behaviors. As training, the goal is to transfer coping
and social skills to alcohol drinkers so that they can know how to 
handle daily life stresses. 

Particular skills include direct relapse prevention skills as well
as more general communication, listening and conversation skills. 

Drink refusal is also an important skill to learn.

However, in addition to these interpersonal skills, cognitive 
behavioral skills training also includes intrapersonal skills that
are useful for all problem drinkers. 

Learning to manage urges and cravings, restructuring
negative thinking, and anger management are all practical skills that
drinkers can apply to their lives. Although effective in reducing alcohol
use and problems, it is not clear exactly which cognitive behavioral
skills training are best used in which setting now.
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– Alcohol harm reduction technique

#4 Mindfulness meditation

This technique focuses on developing awareness and 
acceptance of thought, emotions, and sensations without
judgment. 

Mindfulness can help problem drinkers identify
cravings and triggers of problem drinking such as
emotional states or physical arousal. 

Clinical trials and research are relatively new for this
technique, although indications are that mindfulness can 
help treat alcohol abuse.

paolojarre 2019



Quali evidenze 

scientifiche?
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews Drugs and Alcohol
Full list “ alcohol”
1. Acamprosate for alcohol dependence
2. Alcoholics Anonymous and other 12-step programmes for alcohol dependence
3. Anticonvulsants for alcohol dependence
4. Anticonvulsants for alcohol withdrawal
5. Baclofen for alcohol withdrawal
6. Benzodiazepines for alcohol withdrawal

7. Brief interventions for heavy alcohol users admitted to general hospital wards
8. Effectiveness of brief alcohol interventions in primary care populations
9. Efficacy and safety of pharmacological interventions for the treatment of the Alcohol Withdrawal Syndrome
10. Gamma-hydroxybutyrate (GHB) for treatment of alcohol withdrawal and prevention of relapses
11. Magnesium for alcohol withdrawal

12. Managed alcohol as a harm reduction intervention for alcohol addiction in populations at
high risk for substance abuse

13. Mentoring adolescents to prevent drug and alcohol use
14. Motivational interviewing for the prevention of alcohol misuse in young adults
15. Opioid antagonists for alcohol dependence
16. Opioid antagonists under heavy sedation or anaesthesia for opioid withdrawal

17. Personalised digital interventions for reducing hazardous and harmful alcohol consumption
in community-dwelling populations

18. Pharmacologic Interventions for Pregnant Women Enrolled in Alcohol Treatment
19. Psychosocial interventions for women enrolled in alcohol treatment during pregnancy.
20. Psychosocial interventions to reduce alcohol consumption in concurrent problem alcohol and illicit drug users

21. Restricting or banning alcohol advertising to reduce alcohol consumption in adults and 
adolescents

22. Social norms information for alcohol misuse in university and college students
23. Universal family-based prevention programs for alcohol misuse in young people
24. Universal multi-component prevention programs for alcohol misuse in young people
25. Universal school-based prevention programs for alcohol misuse in young people
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Managed alcohol as a harm reduction intervention for alcohol addiction in 
populations at high risk for substance abuse
First published: December 12, 2012.

Managed alcohol programmes (MAPs) are harm reduction initiatives that treat the alcohol abuse 
of vulnerable people by serving controlled amounts of alcohol on a daily schedule, with the 
goal of ensuring individuals consume safe alcoholic beverages in an environment that has been 
shown to retain vulnerable people in treatment programmes, decrease alcohol consumption and 
improve social functioning (decreasing criminal activity, seeking regular medical care and improving 
quality of life). 

As well as MAP, there are alternative interventions such as brief intervention, moderate drinking and 
abstinence oriented 12‐step programmes. With the exception of 12‐step programmes, which 
emphasise abstinence, these interventions are aimed at changing drinking patterns and reducing 
the associated behaviours. 

No experimental studies were available to demonstrate the effectiveness of MAPs in reducing 
alcohol use or antisocial behaviour compared with other treatments.

Objectives: To assess the effectiveness of MAP treatment regimens (serving limited quantities of 
alcohol daily to alcoholics) on their own or as compared to moderate drinking (self-controlled 
drinking), screening and brief intervention using a harm reduction approach, traditional abstinence-
based interventions (12 step programmes) and no intervention.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Managed alcohol as a harm reduction intervention for alcohol addiction in 
populations at high risk for substance abuse
First published: December 12, 2012.

Main results: 
No studies were included in the review. This systematic review was intended to assess the 
effectiveness of a brief MAP on the reduction of incidence of harmful behaviour; however, no 
evidence was available to make this comparison; 22 articles were considered possibly 
relevant and all were excluded. 
→ Most articles were excluded because they failed to compare or consider managed 
alcohol as the experimental or control intervention, as well as one study (Baker 2010), 
which was also excluded because study participants were under 18 years of age. 
→ No study reviewed offered an intervention that was compared with managed alcohol or 
considered it as the intervention of interest, providing insufficient evidence to address the 
objectives of the review. 
→ Four studies (Aalto 2001; Baker 2010; Bertholet 2005; Tracy 2007) considered alcohol 
reduction as an outcome of interest, while four engaged interventions in a shelter setting or 
targeted vulnerable people (Baker 2010; Bradford 2005; Lapham 1993; McGlynn 1993); 
→ only one study (Kidd 2011) offered a qualitative assessment of a participant being 
admitted to MAP, but offered no analysis of the programme itself. 

These results accurately reflect the use of MAPs in current practice as existing 
programmes are ongoing only in a small number of sample pilot projects that target 
individuals with severe alcohol dependence or who consume non-beverage alcohol.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Managed alcohol as a harm reduction intervention for alcohol addiction in 
populations at high risk for substance abuse
First published: December 12, 2012.

Authors' conclusions

The lack of evidence does not allow for a conclusion regarding the efficacy of MAP 
on their own, or as compared to brief intervention, moderate drinking, no intervention or 12 
step variants. 

It is the review authors' opinion that it is likely to be the objective of MAPs that reduce 
their reportability and use in current practice, rather than a failure to provide an 
intervention that reduces the effects of alcohol dependence. 

Aiming to reduce harmful or antisocial behaviour in vulnerable individuals through the 
regulation of daily alcohol intake, rather than reducing harmful alcohol intake over time, 
provides considerable difficulty in developing measures of success from self-
reported data (low treatment thresholds), monitoring long-term efficacy or establishing 
causal links between programme admission and a reduction in targeted behaviours, owing 
to the fact that prolonged participation in the programme is likely to indicate a willingness in 
the individual to change their behaviour patterns. 
More effort is needed to develop reporting measures, as well as methodologies, 
which address these specific challengespaolojarre 2019



Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Does personalised advice via computer or mobile devices reduce heavy
drinking?
25 September 2017

Review question
We aimed to find out if personalised advice to reduce heavy drinking provided using a 
computer or mobile device is better than nothing or printed information. 
We also compared advice provided using a computer or mobile device to advice given 
in a face-to-face conversation. The main outcome was how much alcohol people drank
which address these specific challenges

Key results
We included 57 studies comparing the drinking of people getting advice about alcohol
from computers or mobile devices with those who did not after one to 12 months. Of 
these, 41 studies (42 comparisons, 19,241 participants) focused on the actual amounts
that people reported drinking each week. Most people reported drinking less if they
received advice about alcohol from a computer or mobile device compared to 
people who did not get this advice.
Evidence shows that the amount of alcohol people cut down may be about 1.5 
pints (800 mL) of beer or a third of a bottle of wine (250 mL) each week. Other
measures supported the effectiveness of digital alcohol interventions, although the size 
of the effect tended to be smaller than for overall alcohol consumption. Positive 
differences in measures of drinking were seen at 1, 6 and 12 months after the 
advice.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Does personalised advice via computer or mobile devices reduce heavy
drinking?
25 September 2017

Quality of evidence
There was not enough information to help us decide if advice was better from 
computers, telephones or the internet to reduce risky drinking. 

We do not know which pieces of advice were the most important to help people reduce 
problem drinking. However, advice from trusted people such as doctors seemed helpful, 
as did recommendations that people think about specific ways they could overcome
problems that might prevent them from drinking less and suggestions about things to do 
instead of drinking. We included five studies which compared the drinking of people who got
advice from computers or mobile devices with advice from face-to-face conversations with 
doctors or nurses; there may be little or no difference between these to reduce heavy
drinking.
No studies reported whether any harm came from the interventions.

Personalised advice using computers or mobile devices may help people reduce heavy
drinking better than doing nothing or providing only general health information. 
Personalised advice through computers or mobile devices may make little or no 
difference to reduce drinking compared to face-to-face conversation.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Restricting or banning alcohol advertising to reduce alcohol consumption 
in adults and adolescents
4 November 2014

Objectives
To evaluate the benefits, harms and costs of restricting or banning the advertising of 
alcohol, via any format, compared with no restrictions or counter‐advertising, on alcohol 
consumption in adults and adolescents.

Key results
The data arising from the included studies did not show a clear effect either for or 
against the banning or restriction of alcohol advertising.
In the RCT, young men who watched movies with a low‐alcohol content drank less than 
men who watched movies with a high‐alcohol content. Young men exposed to commercials 
with a neutral content compared with those exposed to commercials for alcohol drank less. 
The trial was one and a half hours, so we do not know how long beyond the trial these 
effects lasted. The trial did not report on any harmful outcomes.
The results from the three ITS studies were inconsistent. We statistically combined the 
results of the two studies that assessed what happened after a ban was introduced. This 
showed an overall increase in beer consumption in the general population following the 
introduction of the ban, but the results were uncertain and could also be consistent with no 
difference or an overall decrease in alcohol consumption. The third ITS study, which 
evaluated the lifting of a total ban on all forms of alcohol advertising to a ban on spirits 
advertising only, also found uncertain results.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Restricting or banning alcohol advertising to reduce alcohol consumption 
in adults and adolescents
4 November 2014

Conclusions

The review cannot recommend for or against banning alcohol advertising. 
Governments that are considering implementing alcohol advertising bans would be advised 
to implement the ban in a research environment and monitor the effects over time to build 
the evidence base.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Social norms information for alcohol misuse in university and college 
students 
29 December 2015

Background: Drinking is influenced by youth perceptions of how their peers drink. These 
perceptions are often incorrect, overestimating peer drinking norms. If inaccurate 
perceptions can be corrected, with social norms information or feedback, young 
people may drink less.

Study characteristics: 70 studies were included in this review, with 44,958 students 
overall. We were interested mainly in studies with a follow‐up period of four or more months 
to assess whether any effects were sustained beyond the immediate short term. 

In 43 of the trials, the social norms intervention was targeted at higher‐risk students. 
55 trials were conducted in the USA, with others form Australia, Brazil, New Zealand, 
Sweden and the United Kingdom.

Delivery of social norms information included mailed feedback, web/computer 
feedback, individual face‐to‐face feedback, group face‐to‐face feedback and general 
social norms marketing campaigns across college campuses.
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Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
Social norms information for alcohol misuse in university and college 
students 
29 December 2015

Key findings

Over the longer‐term, after four or more months of follow‐up, there was only a small 
effect of social norms information on binge drinking, drinking quantity, and peak BAC. 

For these outcomes, effects were not any different across the different delivery modes.

Only small effects were found for web feedback and individual face‐to‐face feedback on 
frequency of alcohol consumed. Only a small effect of individual face‐to‐face feedback on 
alcohol related problems, but no effects were found for mailed or web feedback. 
Similarly, no effects were found for group face‐to‐face feedback or for marketing campaigns 
on frequency of alcohol consumed and typical BAC.

Our reading of these results is that, although we found some significant effects of social 
norms information, the strength of the effects over the longer‐term is very small and 
therefore this information is unlikely to provide any advantage in practice.
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The main results of this review indicate that no substantive meaningful benefit is 

associated with social norms information interventions for alcohol misuse by 

university or college students. 

Overall, only evidence of low or moderate quality has been found for the effects examined 

in this review, and particular types of bias that were more common in the included studies 

have been associated in other reviews with over‐estimation of intervention effects. 

Therefore, a strong plausible hypothesis is that the small effects found are in fact 

over‐estimates due to bias. 

This conclusion is relevant to the range of primary and secondary alcohol outcomes 

examined in this review: quantity and frequency of consumption; binge drinking; 

alcohol‐related problems; and blood alcohol concentration.
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Qualche eclettica 

tecnica spicciola di 

consumo controllato e/o 

di RDD
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Harm Reduction Strategies For 

Heavy Drinkers

Pragmatic harm reduction strategies which can 
be implemented by heavy drinkers who are 
either unable or unwilling to abstain from 
alcohol or drink moderately.

© 2008 The HAMS Harm Reduction Network, Inc

www.hamsnetwork.org
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What is HAMS?

•Harm reduction, Abstinence, & Moderation Support

Live and online support/informational groups for people who use 
alcohol, marijuana, or other substances

HAMS fills a gap - harm reduction for “soft” drugs

HAMS is free-of-charge, peer-led, and user-driven

Members choose their own goals - safer drinking, reduced 
drinking, or abstinence from alcohol

Members make a plan, implement strategies, and receive 
unconditional peer support in achieving their goal
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HAMS teaches members that there are 

TWO types of drinking-related risks

◼ Rischi correlati
alla quantità

Sources

1) Daily drinking

2) Heavy drinking sessions

3) High BACs*

4) Rapid BAC spikes

5) …

◼ Rischi correlate 
alla situazione

Sources

1) Drinking & driving

2) Drinking when angry, 
depressed …

3) Worknight drinking

4) …

* BAC Blood Alcohol Concentration
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HAMS members implement strategies to 

reduce quantity related risks or they 

implement strategies to reduce situation 

related risks or they implement strategies to 

reduce both

Each individual creates his/her own plan and 

no one is forced into a plan which is not of 

his/her own choosing.

NOT EVERY MEMBER USES EVERY 

STRATEGY!!
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Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategies

◼ Strategie di 
sicurezza
situazionale

1) Bevi solo a casa

2) Controlla il tuo
bicchiere

3) Programma prima I 
tuoi spostamenti

4) Portati dietro il
preservativo

5) Pianifica!

◼ Strategie per 
ridurre la quantità

1) Giorni asciutti

2) Prima mangia e 
idratati

3) Bevi solo al bar

4) Fai un grafico del tuo
bere

5) Compra per bere

5) Pianifica!
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Quantity: Have Abstinence Days

◼ HARMS PREVENTED:

1) Helps prevents withdrawal, blackouts, and 
reckless behavior

2) Helps prevent drinking "creep“

◼ COMMENTS:

1) Drinking a fifth of whiskey one night a week is 
better than drinking a fifth of whiskey every night 
of the week

2) Daily drinkers may need to taper off before 
adding abstinence days to prevent dangerous 
withdrawal symptoms
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Quantity: Eat first and be well hydrated

◼ HARMS PREVENTED:

1) Prevents spikes in Blood Alcohol Concentration and 
helps prevent blackouts and reckless behavior

2) Reduces health consequences and hangover 
intensity

◼ COMMENTS:

1) Most alcohol is absorbed by the small intestine--eating before 
drinking greatly slows absorption of alcohol and prevents BAC 
spikes

2) Being well hydrated by drinking plenty of water before drinking 
any alcohol helps people to drink more slowly and helps 
prevent high BACs

3) What's the fun of blacking out? Stay conscious to enjoy the 
buzz.
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Quantity: Drinking In Bars Exclusively

◼ HARMS REDUCED: Reduces the amount 
consumed per drinking session

◼ METHOD: Bring only a set amount of cash 
and no credit or ATM cards to the bar with 
you

◼ COMMENTS: Planning for safe 
transportation is a must
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Quantity: Drink Counting And Charting

◼ HARMS PREVENTED: Helps lower all risks 
associated with high-quantity alcohol 
consumption by increasing abstinence days and 
reducing heavy drinking days

◼ METHOD: Record the number of standard 
drinks consumed each day on a calendar

◼ COMMENTS: Charting can lead to abstinence 
via the process of use-elimination
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Quantity: Buy Only What You Plan To 

Drink

◼ HARMS REDUCED:

1) Limits the amount consumed per session to the 
amount bought

2) Prevents "morning after" drinking which can lead to 
multi-day binges

◼ METHOD: Keep no alcohol in the house and only 
buy alcohol when you intend to drink it

◼ COMMENTS: Many people have no problem 
keeping alcohol in the house--others do better 
without it
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Situational: Drinking Alone/At Home 

Exclusively

◼ HARMS PREVENTED:

1) Death by auto accident, jail for DUI or impaired 
driving, or prison for vehicular manslaughter

2) Muggings, rape, etc

3) Social embarrassments

◼ METHOD: Abstain from alcohol or limit yourself 
to a single drink in public; only engage in heavy 
drinking at home and do not leave home after 
starting to drink
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Situational: Control Your Glass

◼ HARMS PREVENTED: Don't let someone slip you a 
drugged drink: this can prevent rape, mugging, 
kidnapping, etc, etc.

◼ METHODS:

1) At a bar only accept drinks given directly to you from 
the bartender--do not let a stranger hand you a drink

2) At a party pour your own drinks and keep your glass 
in your hand

◼ COMMENTS: Date rape drugs are common-- male or 
female, gay or straight, it is a bad idea to take drinks 
from strangers or let strangers pour your drinks
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Situational: Plan Transportation 

Before Drinking

◼ HARMS PREVENTED:

1) Death by auto accident

2) Jail for DUI or impaired driving

3) Prison for vehicular manslaughter

◼ METHOD: Think before you drink--PLAN 
PLAN PLAN!

◼ COMMENT: The only safe BAC for driving is 
ZERO - even if you are below the legal limit 
you are still legally impaired
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Situational: Always Carry Condoms

◼ HARMS PREVENTED: STDs and unwanted 
pregnancies

◼ COMMENTS:

1) Male or female, gay or straight, intoxicated or 
sober—ALWAYS CARRY CONDOMS!

2) If you decide to have sex with a stranger while 
intoxicated the odds of using a condom are much 
greater if you have one with you than if you have to 
go to the trouble of going out and buying one
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Situational/Quantity: Schedule And Plan 

Drinking Days And Abstinence Days

◼ HARMS PREVENTED:

1) Prevents job loss

2) Prevents lost productivity

3) Prevents withdrawal and blackouts

4)Prevents failed tests

5) Prevents expulsion from school

6) Prevents wetbrain

◼ COMMENTS: Scheduling and planning 
are the heart of HAMS
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CONCLUSION

◼ HAMS members report that putting their plans 
into writing, and putting them before a HAMS 
support group helps them to successfully 
implement their plans.

◼ What is essential is that the support group be 
a safe and nonjudgmental environment 
where members are not criticized for failures 
but are met "where they are at" and 
supported for every positive change.

© 2008 The HAMS Harm Reduction Network, Inc

www.hamsnetwork.org
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... qualche strumento che uso io 

...
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